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Abstract;

The cold neutron technique has been applied to the study of the scat-

tering properties of light and heavy water. It is shown that with respect

to neutron scattering water behaves much like a solid. It is estimated that
-12

a water molecule occupies a stationary position for a period of ~ 2 • 10

seconds performing about 10 vibrations before it makes a diffusion jump of a

length of at least 1. 5 A. The consequences of the observations for neutron

thermalization problems are discussed briefly.
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An experimental study of the scattering of slow neutrons from H~O and D_O.

1. Introduction.

Until recently the atomic or molecular motions in liquids have been

experimentally studied only indirectly. It has been possible to draw con-

clusions concerning the microscopic fluctuations or the atomic motions

just from macroscopic measurements of magnitudes like specific heat,

density variations with temperature etc. The X-ray spectroscopy has de-

livered information of fundamental importance for the understanding of

the structure of liquids. From such measurements it has been possible

to show that a certain degiee of order exists in a liquid, such that at a

given instant an atom is surrounded first by a layer of nearest neighbours

at a distance of 2 - 4 Å, then by a more diffuse layer of next nearest

neighbours etc. These correlations between pairs, however, disappear

rather quickly in contrast to what happens in solids. The fact that there is

a certain degree of local order in a liquid, would make it reasonable to

suppose that the dynamic properties of a liquid would be more like those

of a solid than like those of an ideal gas. It would seem, reasonable to'

suppose that a given atom at any instant stands under the influence of the

forces from 10 to 20 neighbour atoms. From the experimental results of

infrared and Raman spectroscopy conclusions have been drawn not only

dealing with the internal motions in a molecule but also with the motion

of the molecules relative to each other in certain liquids, water being

one of them. So far no experiments have been made from which it should

have been possible to decide conclusively, which of the current models

•would best have described the experimental observation. In this respect

the neutron offers a unique possibility and particularly the very slow or

cold neutron. Light water, HUO, happens to be a very suitable liquid for

neutron studies because practically all (95 %) scattering from H_O is

incoherent - a-typical case of spin incoherence - while the reverse is

true for D~O (~ 80 % coherent cross section). For light water all the atomic

motions are displayed in a scattering experiment while for heavy water

relative intensity displacements over the spectrum might occur because

of the coherence complications. However, both light and heavy water have
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a particular interest as they are currently used as reaqtor moderators. The

present work will deal mainly with scattering from H^O and briefly describe

results on the scattering from D?O.

2. The neutron method.

In the investigation of the atomic dynamics of many body systems like

a solid, the neutron occupies a unique position as a probe particle because

of its large mass . This fact was clearly pointed out by van Hove and has

later been experimentally used in the study of single phonons and of dis-

persion relations or in the determination of the frequency spectrum of the
2 3heat vibrations in solids ' . Neutrons have also been used to measure the

13 -1mean life time of phonons in the high frequency region, co ~ 10" sec , in
4

aluminium . A few cases have been reported., where the powerful neutron

method has been used to study atomic motions in liquids for instance in
5 6 7H2O ' ' '. The slow neutrons are subject to many interactions with matter

of which the inelastic scattering process is the moat important one in this

connection. The cross section for this scattering reaches appreciable values

only when the laws of energy and momentum are fullfilled;

E out " E in = * W (Energy gain) (1)

k . - k. = q +T (2)
—out —m — — v '

AHere E = —« = ft co. where k is the neutron wave vector: m is the foeu-2m —

tron mass, q is the pho'non wave vector and T is a vector of the recipro-

cal lattice. Equation (l) is the energy conservation law, while eq. (2)

expresses the coherence conditions. This last equation may, however, for-

mally be looked upon as a true momentum condition, As this equation ex-

presses the coherence condition, it is not valid for the case of incoherent

scattering. For coherent scattering the scattered intensity reaches maxi-

ma when eq. (1) and (2) are fullfilled simultaneously. If GO = q = 0 and k

= k. we have elastic scattering.
in °
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The reason that the neutron is such an excellent probe particle for

the study of atomic motions in solids and liquids may be understood in a

variety of ways. One may just point towards the fact that the time it takes
o

for a neutron of about one Angstrom wave length, i..e. with an energy of

~» 0.025 eV, to move a distance of about one Angstrom, i.e. about tho

mean atomic or molecular distance in solids or liquids is T ~ —- =
-13 10"*

= 10 sec. It is also well known that the Bebyc temperatures of solids

fall in the region of a few hundred degrees Kelvin, i. e. the vibration fre-

quency in the short wave length region is of the order — ~ 1:0 sec.

The slow neutron may thus be said to study the vibrational phenomena on

the correct time scale.

It may also be of value to point out the difference between one neu-

tron of wave length < 1 A, and another of wave length > 4 A. To make this

difference clear, let us make use of the uncertainty relation in the form

Ap Ax - fi, The region, Ax, within which the neutron observes a phenomenon

decreases with increasing momentum transfer / p, where Äp is given by

eq. (2), Ap = fi • Ik * - k . . For a given energy transfer and a given angle

of observation, Ax will increase for decreasing k. »i.e. for increasing

neutron wave length. If we are studying a body, within which the atoms move

with average velocities v, the neutron will be observing an atom at least
Ax

during a time interval 5 t = . If we, for example, are observing elasticly

scattered neutrons of 4 A wave length at an angle of observation of 30 , we

find 6 t - 2 • 1O sec, where the assumption is made that v = 5 • lO^cm/sec.

For a 1 A neutron the corresponding time interval will be 5 t - 6 • 10 sec.

The faster the neutron, the shorter is the interaction time. This conclusion

seems trivial but, in fact, gives the fundamental reason why a cold neutron

is the ideal probe particle. This may be understood, if we study what happens

in. a solid or liquid as seen from a distinct time t = 0. For very small t,

say t < 10 "* sec, a molecule or an atom will appear to move approximately
> -13

with constant speed as a free particle. For times of the order of t - 10 sec.,
i.e. times of the order of , the free motion is hindered by the action

D

of neighbours. To complete the imaginary picture let us assume that at
> -12

times of the order of - 10 sec. the atom makes a large instantaneous
diffusion jump. From this picture we may see that a super thermal neutron
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E - 0. 1 eV, X - 1-A tends to see an atom as free, while a cold neutron of

small energy, E ~ 0. 005 eV, X ~ 4 A, feels the bond of the atom or molecule

because it makes its observation during a time within which the force action

is appreciable. The cold neutrons also on the average observe the diffusion

jump suppcsed to happen, but only as a larger uncertainty factor in the

definition of the atomic position, i.e. a line broadening would be observed.

A very slow neutron, E ~ 5 • 10""* eV, X ~ 40 A performing its obser-

vation during a time interval 6 t> 10~ . sec . would see a complete chaos

of atoms making diffusion jumps. The neutron line sent into the diffusing

body would be scattered as a very broad line, which would have lost all its

sharpness.

The imaginary example just discussed is supposed to serve a dual

purpose: a. "to illustrate the usefulness of the cold ne^ t̂ron technique for the
-13 -1Z

purpose to study atomic motions on a time scale between 10 and 10 sec.
and b. to illuminate a model for water, which has been discussed in detail

5 8
of experimenters as well as theoreticians

3. Experimental technique and results for H?O.

The experimental filter and time-of-flight technique as well as a de-

tailed analysis of the apparatus used at the Stockholm reactor, Rl, to study

scattered neutron spectra have been given in great detail elsewhere . Two

important facts concerning the technique will once more be stressed:

1. The beryllium filtered spectrum used to send into the sample has

a sharp edge at 3.95 A. The total instrumental resolution used is

30 - 50 \xsec/ra. in the sense that over a flight path of slightly more

than three meters the width of the beryllium cut off is 100 - 160 [o-sec

depending upon the chopper speed used.

2. The spectra scattered or transmitted from the samples may be re-

corded within an angular range from 0 to 90 . With slight changes,

angles up to 130 may be used for observation.
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As will soon be shown the interesting part of the spectra scattered

from water samples ranged over a wide wave length region from 0. 5 to 5 Å.

With a flight path of 3 meters this means that observations had to be made

within a time interval from 0.4 to 4. 5 msec. Because the highest possible

resolution was required, an electronic channel width of 30 fAsec was the

maximum permissible. With a maximum number of 100 channels this meant

that two series of observations had to be made to cover the interesting 4 msec

interval. Usually one run was made at a chopper speed of 8600 rpm covering

a tinne interval from 1.1 to 4. 1 msec and another run made at a chopper speed

of 12000 rpm covering a time interval from 0. 4 to 3.4 msec, This technique

of collecting data gives a wide overlap region from 1.1 to 3. 4 msec of great

usefulness for the control of the corrections necessary to make. As dis-
9

cussed in detail elsewhere the chopper has a wave length dependent trans-

mission, T (X,co). The data thus have to be divided by T (X-, to) with the proper

co-value inserted. In the wave length regions of interest in the present ex-

periment, this correction never exceeded 20 %. As found from the wide

overlap region, this correction is very well known, causing a negligible

uncertainty in the intensity values. Another important wave length dependent

correction is the coi-rection for the detector efficiency. The detector con-

sists of three layers, containing 10, 9 and 10 counters respectively, each

counter consisting of a 30 mm copper tube, 0. 5 mm thick, and filled with

enriched B F ,̂ (93 % B ) to a pressure of 600 mm. This compounded

detector is not black but has an efficiency, which decreases with decreasing

neutron wave length. To transform the results, to an intensity scale1 inde-

pendent of neutron wave length the values corrected'for the chopper function

-have to be multiplied by a factor increasing with decreasing wave length.

This correction term in the actual case, if given a relative value of 1. 0 at

4 Å, has a value of 1. 12 at 3 Å, 1. 42 at 2 Å, 2. 40 at 1 Å and 3. 22 at 0. 7 Å.

A great care has been exercised to calculate this correction, consideration

being taken not only to the self screening effect to the gas itself, but also

to all the surrounding copper shells. The relative uncertainty in this cor-

rection factor should not reach a value exceeding a few percent, if com-

pared at 1 and 5 A. Before any of these corrections may be applied, the

background must'be substracted from the data. Careful background runs

were always made with empty sample holder. The background never

exceeded 10 % and must be regarded as a very safe correction,
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To avoid an appreciable multiple scattering in a water (H~Q) sample,

this must be thin having a thickness of the order of 0, 2 mm to give a trans-

mission of 90 % or more. Our sample holder was constructed of two thick

aluminium plates with a central region, 8x_9 cm , milled down to a thick-

ness of 1 mm. The distance between the plates was defined by an aluminium

ring placed outside the O-rings, which made the sample space tight. Via a

plastic tube entering the lower part of the sample holder the sample space

proper was connected to a container with distilled water. The water level

was controlled in another plastic tube leaving the top of the sample space.

In order to control that the .sample space was actually filled without*bubble

formation even at the smallest sample thickness used, the sample was

emptied, then filled again and the measurement repeated. As che intensity

stayed constant the conclusion was drawn that the sample was properly

filled. In those cases when the sample was heated a resistance band was

wired around the insulated edge of the holder and the entire holder was ,,

surrounded by a larger aluminium container to avoid air currents causing

undesired temperature variations. All parts of the holder, except the thin

sample area were covered by 1 mm Cd.

As measurements on samples as thin as 0.2 mm are extremely slow

because of the very low intensity scattered, a series of measurements

were performed at room temperature with a sample thickness of 1, 4 mm

EUO, the spectrum scattered at angles of cp = 30, 50, 70, 90 and 122° being

observed to get some general idea about the spectrum shape and its angular

variations (fig. 1). These runs - although somewhat distorted by multiple

scattering - gives an idea of the complicated naturs of the spectrum scat-

tered inelastic-ally as well as elastically. The broad energy gain spectrum

ranging from - 0. 12 eV down to 0. 005 eV, shows peaks at 0. 063, 0. 024,

0. 014 and 0. 010 eV. A large intensity maximum is also observed at the

ingoing energies corresponding to elastic scattering with a reproduction

-of the ingoing spectrum. A mere glance at the scattering picture shows ten-

dencies well known from the scattering from solids: the-intensity of the

elastic spectrum decreases with increasing angle'of observation, cp, while

the intensity of the inelastic spectrum increases with angle, cp. Unfortunately,

it is not possible to draw any far reaching conclusions from these observations



before effects of multiple scattering have been investigated in detail. Thus

multiple scattering in this case causes the abnormal appearance of the

peak at 0. 063 eV, which for this sample thickness showed an intensity in-

dependent of angle a behaviour which is by no means true for a thin sample

as will soon be shown.

To study the effect of sample thickness in detail a number of runs

were made with a sample thickness of 5, 2. 5, 1.2, 0. 5 and 0. 2 mm at

an angle of observation of tp = 30 (fig. 2). At very large sample thickness

one woxild of course expect the scattered spectrum to approach the shape

of the Maxwell spectrum. In fact, at the largest sample thickness used -

5 mm - the elastic part of the spectrum tends to be destroyed by multiple

scattering, the intensity distribution round the peak at 900 [xsec gradually

approaching the shape of a Maxwellian peak . If the ratio (R) between the

intensity scattered at 0. 9 msec (1. 17 A) and that scattered at 3. 2 msec

(4. 1 A) is plotted as a function of sample thickness, figure 3, it is clearly

seen that this ratio flattens out to reach a constant or onJy very slowly

varying value for a sample thickness smaller than 0. 2 mm. This is taken

as a proof that 0. 2 mm is a sufficiently small sample thickness to be con-

sidered as "thin". This was the basic sample thickness used in the further

inve stigation.

In fig. 4 are given two spectra observed at 9 = 30 and 90 and at

a sample thickness of 0. 2 mm. These spectra show the same characteris-

tic features as the ones observed at larger thickness: a series rather

sharply developed peaks at E = 0. 063, 0. 024, 0. 014 and 0. 010 eV. If an

energy of 0. 004 eV is used as an average ingoing energy this corresponds

to observed energy transfers of 0. 059, 0. 020, 0. 010 and 0. 006 eV. It is,

however, to be observed that the broad ingoing spectrum may strongly

distort the scattered spectrum at the position of the small energy transfers

of 0. 006 and 0. 010 eV. Even at 0. 020 eV the width of the incoming spectrum

may play some role. Only at the position of the highest energy transfer,

0. 059 eV, the scattered spectrum is practically uninfluenced of the shape

of the cold primary spectrum which is given by I (\) ~ A. from X. = 3. 95 Å

The intensity of the inelasticly scattered spectrum varies strongly with angle

cp in such a way, that for a given energy transfer the intensity increases with

increasing momentum transfer, k . - k . - K .& ' —out — m —
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The elasticly scattered spectrum shows a sharp edge at the position

of the Be cut off, 3. 96 Å. The intensity of the elastic peak varies in a

direction opposite of the inelastic peaks: it decreases with increasing

momentum transfer. In the immediate neighbourhood of the elastic peak

and partly mixed up with it, an increase in the scattered intensity is

observed which might possibly be identified as small inelasticly scattered

peaks of which one could occur at 0. 0058 eV and another at 0. 0045 eV.

These possible, small energy transfers of - 0. 0006 eV a.re not visible at

cp = 30 , but already at cp = 50 the intensity has increased so that both

peaks are visible. The intensity then increases with increasing angle, cp.

From now on the elasticly and the inelasticly scattered intensity regions

will be treated separately.

The elastic or quasj-elastic scattering

The fundamental separation of the observed spectra into one elastic

part, curve IV, and one inelastic pare, curves I + II + III, is given in fig. 5.

The reason for this particular separation will be made clear during the

course of the analysis. To start the discussion, let us accept this separa-

tion as a first approximation. If the quasi-elastic part is drawn separately,

curves are obtained, which may be compared to the primary spectrum of

neutrons. This has been done in fig. 6, where the runs'at cp = 30 and 90

are compared to the primary spectrum, which was determined in two ways:

1. it was measured directly in straight transmission at cp = 0 , and

2. it was measured by scattering from a vanadium sample. When the latter

spectrum was corrected for absorption in the sample, it very closely agreed

with the one measured in straight transmission. The two spectra are given

with the observed relative intensities. In these two spectra as well as in

those observed at other angles, two main effects are visible:

1. The intensity of the spectrum decreases with increasing momentum

transfer, /£.

2. A small but resolved broadening of the sharp beryllium cut off at
° o

3. 96 A occurs. This is most easily seen at an angle cp of 30 .
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In addition to these main effects there are the possible, small energy

transfers of - 0. 0006 eV mentioned above and visible in fig. 6. These make

the 90 observation angle one of the most inconvenient angles, if one wants

to study line broadening. A detailed analysis of these two spectra as well

as others taken at other angles and sample thicknesses give identical re-

sults as to relative intensity variation and line broadening.

The experimentally observed width of the beryllium cut off, Åt ., ̂ ,

is found to fall between the limits 210 and 270 jisec for the different angles,

fp, between 30 and 122 . The resolution width, £ t , determined from the
4. r

vanadium scattered spectrum is 160 - 5 jJisec as observed at a chopper

speed of 8600 rpm. A considerable line broadening is thus observed. The

natural line width, At , is calculated from the formula

The result of the analysis is given in fig. 7. The natural line widths are

found to fall within a band shown in the figure:

A E 3 ( 6 - 1 ) « 10"4 eV.

There might be a slight tendency of increase of the width- with increa-

sing angle of observation or increasing momentum transfer X. For com-

parison, two theoretical line widths are given in the figure. As any broadening

of the elastic peak should be caused by an uncertainty in the atomic position

or a diffusion of the atoms or molecules the predictions of these two models

are chosen because they correspond to two extreme models for this process.

In one of the models it is anticipated that the molecules perform a continuous
ii — — — — — — — — — — — — — — . - — — — _

diffusion . The line width is then described by the relation

AE = 2 fl DK2 ... (3)

*} Note added in proof: The assumption that the line has a Gauonia.ii chape
might cause some systematic error in the line width value. Also we have
later found that if it is assumed that the true line shâ pc is Lorenzian,
the width read from the slope of the edge of the beryllium cut off is about
35 % too large. Therefore there might be a systematic error in the value
of the width given above in such a way that AE should be decreased to
about 4x10 eV. The shape of the curve of figure 7 is however not changed.
A similar reasoning holds for the data of figure 10.
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2
i. e. a linear dependence of K . D is the self diffusion constant. As shown
by the figure this hypothesis is in sharp contrast to experiment. The other

p
model assumes that the molecules perform a number of vibrations around

an instantaneous equilibriimposition for a time T and then make a rela-

tively large diffusion jump for a time T1 and so on. In one extreme case

one may let T —~> 0 when the line width is given by

2 -ft e"2 W

/ E = | A ( 1 - 2 ) (4)
o 1 + .«C DT

o

in the other extreme case, when T —> 0, the formula. (3) describes the

width. In fig, 7 the line width, is calculated according to (4) with
12 2

T = 2 • 10 sec and with 2 W = 0. 142 X (compare the text below). The
° -5 2 /

value of D is taken as 1. 85 • 10 cm "/sec. As will be seen this calculated

line width agrees much better with experiment. It seems, however, that

the experimentally observed widths stay more constant as a function of
2

K than what is-predicted from formula (4). The value of T is given with
+ -12 °

a precision of ~ 23 %: T = (2 - 0. 5) • 10" sec. Combinations of different

values of T and T. do not give any better fit to experiment. The conclusion

that may be drawn at this stage of the investigation is that a molecule
-12

vibrates round an equilibrium position for a time of ~- 2 * 10 sec and
then makes an instantaneous large diffusion jump to another "lattice" site.

As clearly shown by fig. 6 the intensity of the elastic peak decreases

strongly with angle, 9. Experimentally the intensity may be defined in se-

veral ways. We have used two different methods to measure it. In one case

the value of the intensity is read at the position of the beryllium cut off

3. 9 5 A, This intensity value, called 1 A?'is then multiplied by the half

value width AE given above to correspond to an integral J over a small

region round 3.95 A. In the other case the observed intensities according

to curve IV are summed over a number of channels corresponding to the

width value, i.e. of the order of ten channels ol 30 [asec each. In fact it

was found that the two methods of determining the intensity variation gave

similar results. In fig. 8 J = L / • AE determined according to the first
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method is given on a ocmi log-aritmic plot as a function of K . As will be
-u -Ĉ  2

seen J is very well desc r ibed by a function e , where u has the value

of 0. 142(A) . The exper iment thus shows that the intensity of the e las t ic

peak va r i e s in a manner s imi la r to that sca t t e red from a solid, for which
-2 W -u Kthe intensity is given by the Debye-Waller factor e ' = e . The

quas i -c rys ta l l ine model mentioned above p red ic t s an intensity var ia t ion of

the type e~ . According to the c mtinujuc diffusion model the intensity

of the peak should essent ia l ly stay constant and independent of angle as the

product (-3r7T ) n" " ' i s independent of K . The exper iment thus again

seems to verify the model resembl ing liquid water to a solid. F r o m the

value of the constant u one may compute the extension, u, of " the rma l cloud"

within which the molecule v ib r a t e s . This gives 0. 38 A in good ag reemen t
5

with m e a s u r e m e n t s of angular dis t r ibut ions at other neutron ene rg ies . F r o m
2

u a value of the fictitious Debye t empera tu re of water may be derived, the
resu l t being 9 = 130 K, The exper iment then p e r m i t s the in terpre ta t ion

that the the rmal cloud is well developed, before the molecule makes a

diffusion jump»' The average length, I, of this jump may be computed from

the random walk formula

I2 ~6B (TQ+Tl) . (5)

— ^ ? 7 ?

With D ~ 2 * 10 cm /sec, T = 2 • 10 see -and T, = 0 the answer is
o

I ~ 1. 5 A. This value has to be considered as a lower limit, as it is not

possible to give any value of T from this experiment.

Another important check of the quasi-crystalline model of water is

to study the intensity variation of the elastic as well as the inelastic-

scattering with sample temperature. With a sample thickness of 0, 5 mm

we therefore made a number of observations of the scattered spectrum at

cp = 30° and for sample temperatures of T = 22, 40, 60, 77 and 92 °C.

A few examples of the results are given in fig. 9. If we here limit our-

selves to the observations of the elastic peak we find that the sharp beryl-

lium cut off at 3. 96 A (3. 1 msec) is increasingly broadened with increasing

temperature. Also the peak intensity drops with increasing temperature.

The result of an analysis of the line widths is given in fig. 10. The natu-



ral width increases from about 5 to 7. 5 • 10 " cV, i. e. with some 50 %

from 22 to 92 C. The increase is, within our limits of error, linear.

For comparison the line width variation expected on the basis of the conti-

nuous diffusion model mentioned above is also shown in the figure. The

theoretical curve is calculated using values of D determined by the spin

lattice relaxation method . As seen from the figure the calculated tem-

perature increase of the line width is about four times faster than the

experimentally observed when this model is used. It is impossible to

compare the experimental result to the prediction of the quasi-crystalline

model as the variation of T (and T.) with temperature is unknown.

The intensities- round 3.95 Å-at the different temperatures were

evaluated as described above as the product I ^ AE = J. As seen from

fig. 11 J is within our limits of error constant and-independent of tempera-

ture. The dotted line corresponds to the calculated variation from

e~ = e with a determined from the value of 9 =130 K. The

other model - corresponding to the idea of continuous diffusion - predicts

an intensity independent of temperature. It is thus impossible to decide

between the models from the present experiment, the result being in

agreement with both models. An observation ät cp = 90 could have been

better, but there the small inelasticly scattered peak at 0. 0058 eV com-

plicates interpretation.

Finally it should be repeated once again that thsre are possibly some very

small energy transfers corresponding to an energy gain and loss of
-4

about (5 - 7) * 10 eV. It is, however, impossible with the present

technique to make any closer analysis of these "peaks" for several

reasons. One of these is, that it is impossible to tell exactly how curve III

(fig. 5) should be extrapolated in under curve IV. Another obvious reason

is that the broad primary spectrum severely distorts the shape of these

"peaks."A third reason is that even if the beryllium filter transmits a

spectrum with a sharp edge at 3.96 A there also is a small intensity at

3. 58 A. A fourth reason is that - even if it is a small effect - there is a

minor contributionfropn coherent scattering which might distort the elastic

peak slightly, particularly so at cp = 90 (compare the measurements on
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D?O described below).

Inelastic scattering.

As already discus-sed a broad spectrum of inelasticly scattered

neutrons ranging from —0. 12 eV down to the primary energy of 0. 005 eV

io observed. The data essentially making the basis for the following dis-

cussion are already shown in figures 4 and 9, where fig. 4 shows the

correct angular variation (thin sample, 0. 2 mm) and fig. 9 chows the

important features of the temperature variation of the spectrum (0. 5 mm

sample).

With a spectrum of this kind and with the knowledge that a quasi-

crystalline model fairly well describes the elastic scattering, it would

seem logic to assume the entire inelastic spectrum to be a result of an
3

irreducible frequency spectrum similar to the one observed in vanadium

As is well known such a spectrum - if present - entirely determines the
d cr 13

scattering cross section w^p in the incoherent approximation . The
spectrum, g(w),might then be calculated from a formula

where ti w is the energy transfer-corresponding to the momentum trans-

fer jC = k - k . I , is the observed intensity proportional to the diffe-

rential cross section and assumed to be corrected for the multi-phonon

terms, which are of great importance if .T> ö_. A spectrum of a similar
14 15

kind is observed in hydrides like zirconium hydride and copper hydride '

In the actual case this spectrum would then have a strong peak at 0. 059 eV

corresponding to a longitudinal optical vibration and a weaker one at 0. 020 eV

corresponding to a transverse optical vibration. The energy transfers at

0. 014 and 0. 010 eV should then correspond to two groups of acoustic
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vibrations of longitudinal and transverse nature respectively. A rough

theoretical estimate of the ratio between the longitudinal optical and the

longitudinal acoustic vibration frequencies gives the ratio co /<x> ~ 4.
opt ac«

As the neutron flight time t corresponding to a vibration frequency w is

determined by-to ~ t , the ratio bet-ween the corresponding flight times

would be -r——M •«• • In the spectrvm observed the optical peak should be
%c c

the one at t = 0. 9 msec, corresponding to 0. 063 eV, why the acoustic

longitudinal peak should fall at a flight time of about 1. 8 msec. As an

inspection of the figures 1, 2, 4 and 9 shows thio amazingly well corresponds

to the peak observed at 0. 014 eV.

This interpretation of the spectrum, however, encounters with diffi-

culties. With a frequency spectrum of the anticipated type, the Debye

temperature should be higher than the observed value , 6 = 130 K. It

could, however, be possible that the vibrations of the H atoms contribute

very little to 0_,. Further the interaction between the molecuJea would be

so strong that the identity of the molecuJes were lost, the O and H atoms

vibrating freely as in a diatomic lattice.

In the place of the interpretation of the inelasticly scattered spectrum

just discussed, another one would be possible. This has already been pro-

posed, at least partly, by the observations in infrared and Raman spectro-

scopy ' . According to this model the intense peak at 0. 063 cV should

correspond to a hindered rotation of the molecule. The-transition in the

region of 0. 024 eV should correspond to a particular type of vibration where

the four corner molecules of a tetrahedron should vibrate against the mo-

lecule situated in the centre of the tetrahedron. The rest of the spectrum

could then very well consist of an acoustic vibrational spectrum with the

molecule as a dynamic unit. This division of the inelastic spectrum is

already illustrated in fig. 5. This interpretation gets a strong support from

two facts:

1. The Deby temperature, 130 K, found from the intensity variation

of the elastic peak corresponds to an energy transition of ~ 0. 011 eV

in good agreement with the observed peak at 0, 010 eV. ' '
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2. If the inelastic cross section in the Debye approximation is

calculated for cp = 30 and 90 , including one, two and three,phonon

terms and the result integrated over the entire energy scale the ratio

between the integrals ( -=r) QQ°/ (-pj ),fio is found to be 2. 60. If on

the other hand the ratio between the areas under the experimental

curves III taken at 90 and 30 is calculated it is found to be 2. 70.

The angular variation of -s-̂  taken over this part of the inelastic

spectrum is thus well described by a Debye model with 6 = 130 K.

The corresponding curves are given in fig. 12.

As is also shown by this figure the shape of the spectrum is not-correctly

predicted by a Debyc spectrum. The observed spectrum shows two inten-

sity maxima in better agreement with, the hypothesis of an acoustic longitu-

dinal and an acoustic transverse intensity maximum. It should be empha-

sized that the extrapolation of-curve III in under the elastic peak is rather

uncertain. There is no reason to expect an agreement with a Debye spectrum

for the smallest energy transfers. The agreement mentioned above may be

interpreted so, that KLO might very well show an irreducible acoustic

frequency spectrum which may be calculated from formula (6). Because

of the width of the primary spectrum and the relative smallness of the

energy transfers, it seems useless to try a derivation of the shape of this

spectrum. However, the facts underlying these ideas, seem to give a

strong support to the interpretation already given to the observations on

the elastic peak: our probe particle - the neutron - measuring the atomic
-13

events on a ,time scale with a unit of 10 * sec.- observes water as a quasi-

crystalline structure.

In,contrast to these attempts to explain the neutron scattering from

KLO on the basis of a crystalline model, it is of interest to compare to the

, gas, model. Because of its attractive simplicity this model has often been

used in connection with spectrum calculations in reactors. It has then

been assumed that the water molecules with mass =18 scatter as free gas

atoms. It is to be observed that the cross section calculated on the basis

of this model includes all types of scattering, elastic as well as inelastic

In fig. 13 the calculated spectrum for cp = 90 based on the gas model with
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m = 18 is compared to that part o£ the observed spectrum which could

reasonably be so, i. e. the hindered rotation and the vibration at 0. 020 eV

are excluded. The theoretical curves are normalized to give the same in-

tergrated area ^ , ao the experimental one. As shown by the figure there

is no similarity between the theoretical and the experimental curve.

To further ohow the complete disagreement, the average energy E, of

the scattered neutrons is calculated for the two spectra. It is found that

the mass 18 curve gives É = 0. 013 eV while the experimentally observed

value is É = 0. 0055 eV. If the gas model is used with mass 100 - also

shown in fig. 13 - this spectrum gives a value for E of 0. 0059 eV in better

agreement with experiment. At smaller as well as larger angles even the

mass 100 model gives values of E in disagreement with experiment. On

an average, however, mass 100 gives a much better agreement with

experiment than mass 18. For high neutron energies it is known that .

mass 1 gives a good result: the proton may be considered as free. It thus

seems reasonable to imagine a varying "effective mass", as a scattering

centre, increasing with decreasing neutron energy.

For the interpretation of the atomic or molecular motions in H~O

as observed in the present work the gas model is of no value. The experi-
-13

ments shows that for these short time events -10 sec - water shows

strong similarities to a solid structure.

For the calculation of thermalization properties of water and of the

final thermal neutron equilibrium spectrum, a crystalline model could

very well be used. Observations like those exemplified in figures 4 and 5

could be used to calculate a real or fictitious frequency spectrum. With

this spectrum known, the differential cross section formulas already
13

developed, for the case of a solid could be v.sed to treat the .scattering

properties of watex. Another way based on the different nature of internal

molecular motions and the intra molecular motions has already been used
, . .. 18, 19.

in such computations _ _
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4. Results for PgO

In one respect D7O is the extreme opposite of H~O: heavy water

scat ters slow neutrons almost completely coherently (SO %). A very p r o -

nounced effect of this coherence is to be expected part icularly in the e las -

tic scattering of the 4 - 5 A netitrons at lai'ger angles, cp > 85 . This

expected effect is most clearly demonstrated by an auxiliary measurement

of the angular distribution of the clasticly scattered neutrons using a

crystal spectrometer . Such an instrument being in operation at the Stock-

holm reactor was used to measure this angular distribution. 1. 1 A neu-

trons were sent into a Z mm thick sample of D ?O. The scattered neutrons

were energy analyzed by a second crystal set to select the same wave

length as the one sent into the sample, so that to a very good approxima-

tion only elasticly scattered neutrons were recorded. The angular d i s t r i -

bution obtained in this way is given in fig. 14. This strongly peaked d is t r i -

bution is to be compared with the corresponding ^angular distribution for
— 0 14-2 K

H7O (figure 8} described by the factor e " * ' ' . Knowing the distr ibu-

tion according to fig. 14, it is easy to predict what will happen to the

elasticly scattered intensity using the cold neutron spectrum as the p r imary

spectrum. The intensity of elasticly scat tered neutrons will always be

very high for momentum transfers !( - <- sin •£• in the region round

2 Å as the angular distribution is peaked at that value. At 90 angle of

observation this peak corresponds to 4. 4 A wave length ( "• 3.4 msec in

our time-of-flight scale), i . e . it occurs in the middle of the cold spect-

rum, which will consequently be strongly scattered. At 30 angle of
o

observation the contribution of coherence should be small as 4 A neutrons

are then s

coherent.

° -1
are then scattered at K ~ 0. 8 A . Here most of the scattering is in-

To investigate the spectrum scattered from D-O two complete runs

were made, one at cp = 90 and another at cp = 30 , with a sample thickness

of 2. 0 mm, which in this case is a thin sample (transmission 90 %). The

result is shown in fig. 15. The spectrum scattered from heavy water thus

is very similar to the one observed in light water: there is a broad inelastic

spectrum which ranges from 0. 1 eV down to 0. 005 eV showing one pro-

nounced peak at E = 0. 052 eV - corresponding to a transition of 0. 048 eV -
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and some smaller not resolved "peaks" at about 0. 020, 0, 0]3 and'O, 010 eV.

The top part of the spectrum, ranging from 0, 7 to 1. 9 msec - appears con-

tracted compared to the corresponding part of the spectrum scattered from

H-jO. The part of the inelastic spectrum ranging from 1. 9 msec and up

towards 3 msec is in the 30 run very similar to the corresponding spectrum

scattered from H?O, while at 90 there is a strong increase in the intensity

in this region as compared to the scattering picture for H?O. This increase

very well might be caused by the coherence. On the whole the discussion

carried through for the inelasticly scattered spectrum from H?O might be

directly taken over in the case of D?O.

The real great difference between the scattering from heavy and light

water is demonstrated in the elastic part of the scattering. In contract to

the H_O case, the elastic scattering from D?O is more intense for 90 then

for 30 , the reason being the intense coherent scattering at 90 as explained

above. This mixture of coherent and incoherent scattering makes it im-

possible to derive a Debye temperature for D^O. A study of the inelastic

spectrum with its break structure at E = 0. 013 or 0. 014 eV and 0. 009 or

0. 010 eV makes it reasonable to assume about the same Debye temperature

of 130 °K, with an uncertainty of some 15 %. Theoreticly, if there should

be an acoustic vibrational spectrum, there are no really strong reasons

to believe that the intermolecular forces should be radically different in

D?O from those in H?O. Also the mass difference is so small that the

maximum vibrational energy should be about the same also for this reason.

It is interesting to note that also in the case of D?O there is a broadening

of the sharp edge at 3.95 A as compared to the resolution width. The ob-

served width at 30 as well as at 90 falls in the same range as for H9O,

At , ~ 250 jasec, corresponding to a residence time for a D?O molecule
O DS i n Cd

of about 2 • 10 sec before it makes a diffusion jump. Another detail also

seems to be repeated in the scattering picture produced by D_O: at 90°

there certainly is some scattered intensity near the beryllium cut off correspon-

ding to an energy transfer of about 6 • 10" ,- eV. In this case it is not pos-

sible to observe an energy loss "peak" at 0. 0052 - 0. 0006 eV which was

possible at cp = 90 in the case of water (fig. 6).
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In conclusion one might say that the neutron spectrum scattered from

D,O reveals the same type of dynamical behaviour of the D_Q-molecules

as for the H?O molecules in liquid water. The differences in the inelastic

scattering may well be explained by the coherent scattering. The difference

in angular variation of the "acoustic", inelasticly scattered spectrum for

E < 0. 014 eV might very well originate from the came cause. A real dif-

ference occures for the scattered peaks at 0. 052 and 0, 020 eV, which

appear at much lower energies than in H?O. The scattered spectra does

not show any similarities to the one calculated from a gas model but may

rather be explained on the basis of a quasi-crystalline model.

5. Comparison to other data

Investigations of the dynamical properties of water by use of slow
5 6

neutrons have been carried out first by Brockhouoe ' and then later by-

Hughes et al. . While Brockhouse uses a crystal spectrometer to produce

the monochromatic neutron beam to be sent into the sample and a crystal

as well as time-of-flight technique to analyse the scattered spectrum,

the Brookhaven group'uses the Be filter technique combined with time-of-

flight analysis of the scattered neutron spectrixm. The main"'features of

the results gained by the two groups of experimenters are in agreement

with the present results: .• - -•

a. a quasi clasticly scattered peak is observed.

b. an inelasticly scattered spectrum, ranging over a wide region

of energies is also, registered.

The closer interpretation of data-in the two cases differs however consi-

derably. As discussed in section II it is to be expected that only very slow

neutrons are able to show all the details of the dynamical picture. The

use of neutrons of 1 - 2 A wave length as probe particles requires a very

high resolution and consequently a very high neutron flux to resolve all

the finer details. Because of this fact it-is easy to see wiry a mass 18 gas

model could be said to fit the inelasticly scattered neutron spectrum
5

observed by Brockhouse . As shown by the present experiment as well
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as by the Brookhaven data the inelasticly scattered spectrum does not show-

any similarity to the macs 18 gas model spectrum. On the other hand the

angular distribution of elasticly scattered neutrons observed by Brockhouse

is in very good agreement with the present data leading to the value of the
O

extension, u, of the thermal cloud of 0.38 A, where Brockhouse gives

0. 4 A. As to the interpretation of the observed shape and width of the quasi

elasticly-scattered peak the present'res-alts have extended and confirmed

the Brookhaven results and are in disagreement with the interpretation of

the Brockhouse data . It is our belief that the resolution of the Brockhouse

experiment using rotating crystal has not been good enough to resolv the

small peaks which we as well as the Brookhaven group observe near the

incoming energy at - 0. 0006 eV on each side of it. As indicated by figure 6,

these peaks are not visible at cp = 30 , K = 0̂  82 Å" , but clearly visible at

cp = 90 , K = 2. 24 Å . In fact they are visible already at 9 = 50 . If these

peaks had not been resolved we would have observed a line width variation

in somewhat better agreement with that predicted by the continuous dif-

fusion model and also with that obtained by Brockhouse . It might be

argued that the small peaks of figure 6 are not clearly resolved and their

origin is unknown. The energy gain peak at 0. 0058 eV is not well resolved

but the energy loss peak at 0. 0046 eV is rather well so. Also the complete

set of runs including data taken at cp = 50 and 70 clearly shows this in-

elasticly scattered intensity growing while the top part of the beryllium cut

off very nearly shows a constant slope independent of these peaks. In the

present experiment the resolution 6 X/^ was about 5 % at 4 Å. Considering

the fact that the intensity of the small subsidiary peaks is small - of the

order of 10 % of the intensity in the main quasi-elasticly scattered peak -

and the fact that a wave length resolution of better than 3 % should be

necessary to see the three peaks completely resolved, it is clear that

only a very long running time even at a high flux reactor would be sufficient

in order that the peaks appear resolved when a crystal is used to produce

a nearly monochromatic neutron beam to be sent into the thin water sample.

Our observations as well as our interpretation of data are thus in complete

agreement with the results of the Brookhaven group on this point.
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The difference between our observations and the Brookhaven results

is that because of our somewhat higher resolution (usually -r-~ ~ 3 % at 4 A)

we are able to see the slight broadening of the quasi-elasticly scattered line

at 3.95 A (compare figures 6 and 7). As, however, the width of the Brook-

haven beryllium cut off must be about 200 -- 225 (J.sec (which may be guessed

from the fact that a broadening of 0. 3 • 10"" eV would have been detected)

their resolution, —p— ~ 5 fc at 4 A, should have been good enough to ob-

serve the broadening we observe. The reason why this was not the case is

not clear.

Comparing the shape of our complete spectrum observed at 90 and

the corresponding spectrum observed at Brookhaven, it is obvious that

the ratio between the intensities in the peaks at 0. 063.eV to that at

0. 0052 eV in the Brookhaven case is about 2 while in our case this ratio

is about 1 (figure 4). Only at larger sample thicknesses our spectrum

shape approaches that of the Brookhaven group. In fact there are three

corrections to be applied to the directly observed data as discussed in

section III:

1.' Background

2. Chopper transmission function

3. Detector efficiency

As discussed in section III the two first corrections are very safe and

reasonably small in our case, while the third is a large, wave length

dependent one. We are, however, confident that the possible errors in

this correction factor can not exceed 10 %. A factor of two is out of

question, so the cause for the discrepancy between our spectrum shape

and that observed at Brookhaven is unknown. With, the exception of this

difference in relative intensity distribution and the difference in observed

line broadening, the spectra observed by us and by the Brookhaven group

show the same energy transfers and general features.
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6. Summary and conclusions

By studying the neutron spectra scattered from liquid H?O a.nd D?O

samples, a series of phenomena with relation to the complicated motions

of the molecules in these liquids have been elucidated. Pa.rticula.rly it

has again been shown that the cold neutron technique offers a good tool to
-13study phenomena occurring on a time scale with a unit of 10 sec. The

following facts have been observed and conclusions drawn:

Par. 1. The angular variation of the elasticly scattered intensity
— 0 } A ? K

is determined by a factor e , v/hich corresponds

to a Debye temperature of 130 K.

Par. 2. The elasticly scattered spectrum shows a line broadening

corresponding to a natural line width of 6 ' 10 " eV. In

accordance to other theoretical work this might mean that

the molecules on the average oscillate for a time at

2 • 10"12 sec

1.5Å length.

-122 - 1 0 sec before they make a diffusion jump of at least

Par. 3. When the sample temperature is elevated the line width in-

creases much less than predicted by a continuous diffusion

model.

Par. 4. The temperature variation of the elasticly scattered inten-

sity as observed at a particular angle, 30 , is in agreement

with the predictions of both models.

Par. 5. The inelasticly scattered spectrum shows two peaks cor-

responding to energy transfers of 0. 059 and 0. 020 eV in

H2O and 0. 048 and 0. 016 eV in D2O which might be of the

nature already proposed by Raman spectroscopy: one hin-

dered rotation and a particular type of vibration, respectively.

Par. 6. The inelasticly scattered spectrum also shows a part cor-

responding to energy transitions from 0. 010 eV and down

to zero in H?O as well as in D_O, which for H_O shows an

angular variation in agreement with a calculations, based
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on the solid-like structure of water. This observation also

is in agreement with the Debye-temperature determined from

the elasticly scattered spectra.

Par. 7. The gas model (M =18) for the molecular motion does not

lead to cross section values in agreement with observation.

Par. 8. Except for the pronounced coherence effects in the scattering

from D2^' light and heavy water show the same general type

of scattered spectra, indicating the very close relationship

between the dynamical behaviour of the two liquids.

The measurements thus show that studied on a time scale with a unit
- 1 3 - •

of 10 seconds, water - light and heavy - shows properties very similar

to those of a solid. On the basis of this experiment it is to be expected that

the properties would appear fluid-like, for observation times much larger
-12

than 10 seconds.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Neutron spectra scattered at angles of observation

between 30 and 122 . Sample thickness = 1.4 mm.

Figure 2. Neutron spectra scattered at an angle of observation

of 30 for sample thickness in the range from 5 down

to 0. 2 mm.

Figure 3. The ratio-between the intensities observed at 900 jj.se c

~ 1 Å to those observed at 3200 (Jisec « 4 Å for the dif-

ferent sample thicknesses.r, . . . .

Figure 4. Thin sample (0. 2 mm) observations at the angles of

30° and 90°.

Figure 5. Separation of the observed spectra into one inelasticly

scattered part represented by curves I, II and III and

one quasi-elastic represented by curve IV.

Figure 6. Elasticly scattered neutron spectra (curves IV of fi-

gure 5) compared to the primary cold neutron spectrum.

Figure 7. Observed broadening of the sharp beryllium cut off

at 3.96 Å as a function of the momentum transfer, K.

Given are also the line widths predicted by the con-

tinuous diffusion model (Vineyard) and by the quasi-

crystalline model (Singwi - Sjölander).

Figure 8. Intensity variation of the quasi-elasticly scattered peak

as a function of momentum transfer, 1£ = -. --— sin -=-.
o

Figure 9. The change of shape of the spectrum scattered at cp = 30°

as a function of sample temperature.

Figure 10. The variation of the width of the quasi-elasticly scat-

tered beryllium cut off as a function of sample tem-

perature. Given is also the broadening expected on the

basis of the continuous diffusion model.

Figure 11. The quasi-elasticly scattered intensity as a function of

temperature at an angle of observation of cp = 30 .
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Figure 12. Observed "acoustic vibrational" spectrum compared to

calculated Debye spectra at the angles of observation

of 30° and 90°.

Figure 13. Various gas model spectra (M =18 and M = 100) com-

pared to the appropriate part of the experimentally

observed spectrum at an angle of 90 .

Figure 14. Angular distribution of elasticly scattered neutrons from

a 2 mm D?O sample. Neutron wave length = 1,1 A,

Figure 15. Elasticly and inelasticly scattered spectra from B7O for

angles of observation of 30 and 90 . Sample thickness =

= 2 mm.
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Figure 7. Observed broadening of the sharp beryllium cut off at 3. 96 A
as a function of the momentum transfer, K. Given are also
the line widths predicted by the continuous diffusion model
(Vineyard) and by the quasi» crystalline model (Singwi-
Sjölander).
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Figure 10. The variation of the width o£ the quaäi-el&sticly scattered

beryllium cut off as a function öf sample temperature. Given
is also the broadening expected on the basis of the continuous
diffusion model.
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Figure 11. The quasi-elasticly scattered intensity as a function of
temperature at an angle of observation of <p = 30°.
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